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Thinking of this beautiful young man and woman standing here, representing Korea, the World,
and furthermore the cosmos, they are the ones whom you can take pride in.
They will become the pillars of our house in the future. It is my hope and wish that the dutiful
way of filial children, patriots, saints and divine sons and daughters will be fulfilled in relation
to them.
With that hope and wish, I, as a parent, am looking upon them with a heart full of anticipation
that surpasses yours.
So I fervently and earnestly hope that you will offer your support so that such intentions can
be quickly fulfilled. Aju.
A blessing prayer should not simply consist of words.
With this blessing prayer content there is the form, the substance, and the central core of
three ages the Old, New and Completed Testament Ages representing formation, growth
and perfection; all these are connected, brought together and related centering on the basis of
that content.
If and when that relationship is established, you will know how to embrace and digest
the realm of your ideal love partner.
I am letting you know that once you become such people you can become the historical
representative where all that you do leads to success.
Therefore, True Parents would like to convey everything but the first thing that we would like
to convey is the Word, the historical Word, the Word that True Parents loved, the Word that
God desired, which is given through True Parents.
These words are not simply words for their own sake; they are derived from the core of the
Word, from its substance, and reach to the realm of its counterpart with external form.
I will pass on the Word, the Word of God’s hope and Word that True Parents practiced
centering on the standard of that hope, that you become the representative of that Word.
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When you become the owner of the Word and not only read the words but also approach
their deeper content, you will find the words, “achieving victory over resentment.”
If you go to America and open the first door you see at East Garden, you will see the motto:
“Achieving victory over resentment.” Whose resentment and bitter pain are you relieving?
It is the resentment of heaven and earth.
You have to overcome the resentment in the root, the trunk and the shoot, the resentment
from three eras, the resentment from the Old, New and Completed Testament Ages.
Later you must surmount the resentment of the realm of the heart of the fourth Adam.
This world is transient. It passes away.
What relationships can you establish with this passing world?
The parents whom you meet in this world, the teachers whom you are connected to in
this world, the kingship, and anything else, will all disappear.
Do not be hesitant to leave this world.
Surmount the final hill that heaven requires of you, become the representative of a victor,
the heir of the victor, and inherit the key position of the root of the heart of the fourth Adam.
From there you must go to the world of heart of the third liberation where you can serve and
attend Heaven.
True Parents, too, are walking that path. Still you must know that a path remains along which
you must overcome, with vigor, the borderlines between the second Cain and Abel who are
preparing for the world of heart. Do you understand?
On this occasion I am giving the contents of the Word and am also passing on the substantial
realm of what True Parents have actually practiced.
The Word is precious; the reality of True Parents is precious, too.
However, I ask that you will have the conviction that you will become the representative,
prince and princess, and heir that can climb the hill of heart that is the reality of God.
Do you understand? (Yes.)
Then, in light of this, I am conveying this (the Word) to you.
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Report to God and Blessing Prayer
of Hyung Jin Moon and Yeonah Lee Moon
by Rev. Sun Myung Moon
Also joined in by hands and words by Hak Ja Han
Heavenly Father, we welcome the era of a tranquil evening.
The era of night has come in which the creation may sleep and find rest.
Father, people were unaware of the fact that when midnight comes after the passing of early
evening, the shining hope of tomorrow that is the True Parent, the True Teacher, and the
True King, the representative of the kingship of hope, and the authority of the heir to that
kingship, is here.
Nothing will remain for the Unification Church. Everything from the days gone by shall pass.
What we should live for now is in having our families carry on the foundation of a family
of joy, which was not established in Eden centering on God and True Parents.
We know that this responsibility remains not with God or True Parents but with us.
Know that they have inherited all the foundations enabling the conditions of indemnity to
be laid, inherited the authority of the representative and heir whom True Parents’ established
with all their strength, and inherited True Parents’ altar of victory that allows them to
become–without blemish–owners, as individuals, before the Republic of Korea, owners of
a blessed family, and owners in the position of teachers who can govern a nation.
In order to dissolve the traces of the shadow of the Fall from babies that will be born from
the womb, a time of the mother and father must be ushered in when God can pray for,
protect and raise them with greater devotion from the time of caring for the unborn child
in the womb more than us, more than any parent on earth.
Let this couple be the son and daughter who should undergo labor pains while embracing
this world again and who can carry on the way of loyalty and filial piety with the intention
of inheriting the realm of inheritance of True Parents’ liberation and inner emancipation.
Hyung Jin Moon and Yeonah Lee (Hak Ja Han also says “Yeonah Lee,” three times), these two,
this son and daughter, a couple, are standing before the True Parents.
At this time of transition today, this occasion is one where they can inherit the authority as
the representatives and heirs who can attend to everything on behalf of True Parents.
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Therefore, let that realm of heart, which You were unable to experience, of blessing the son
and daughter that did not Fall in Eden, be carried on again to the era of the ideal heaven of
the fourth Adam and all the way to that era where we can enter a time where we can assert
ourselves in liberation and complete inner freedom, and govern everything centering on God.
This, Father, I fervently pray.
True Parents know that it will not be easy for these two, this son and daughter, to teach the
authority that they inherit and hold on behalf of True Parents.
At the end of this life, with little to remain, let these two offer all they can to become
a representative point that can teach the people of all nations about the path they should take
from this time on.
I pray that you will let Hyung Jin’s family show to each family what it means to be a pivotal
point that inherits from True Parents from the time of infancy and beyond the infinite
years in life, so that they can inherit the kingship of the victory of the representative who
is unchanging in mind and body, and the kingdom of heaven in which God can exert His
autonomous right of victory, and as the sons and daughters of that liberated and internally
emancipated heaven, that they can personally embrace and love those children who grow
in that kingdom.
In terms of three generations, True Parents, the mother and father, and the Unification
Church, should be connected in one heart centering on this little child called Shin-Joon
[the third son of Hyung Jin Moon and Yeonah Lee Moon].
Everything that is related should begin from this child, and in going beyond the pass of the
realm of the heart of the fourth Adam in the new age, in going beyond that critical point
heavy with the responsibility of the parents, the nations and God of this world.
I sincerely wish that You let the parents offer protection and become a protective fence so as
to make this free environment into a welcoming garden of liberated freedom and peace that
can carry on the inherited authority.
The spirit world was divided into Cain and Abel. Heung Jin, the younger brother, has asserted
himself to this day in giving form to that counterpart world, together with True Parents.
Those who were placed in unknown environments in the realm of our ancestors were beyond
Heung Jin’s governance. Now with Hyo Jin’s going there, he goes there in the position of the
elder brother, and with the title of “The lord who opens the gate to loyalty and filial piety in
the garden that opens the way to the deepest, highest realms of heaven.” He will acquire all
the internal and external aspects of True Parents, and go to the heavenly world. Heung Jin,
who was in a position of being unable to govern, shall become one with his elder brother to
create a realm of unity and expedite the return of the spirits to earth.
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Let the spirit world and physical world become one on top of all these developments geared
toward the era of the restoration of the homeland, and with the lord of love of the liberation
of harmonizing oneness, be allowed to surmount this hill.
Let God come together with them to this earth and be free to put Himself forward; let True
Parents’ glory be revealed and the future glory of the True Children be exposed in its fullness.
Let the preparations be made and the required period shortened and hastened to allow God
to become the owner, the king of kings, who can reign as the king who is the Lord with
all-pervasive, all-encompassing, full authority.
This True Parents fervently, fervently, fervently hope and pray and report to You.
Let the future of this couple, this son and daughter, be entrusted to You and placed under
Your guidance.
Aju! Aju! Aju!
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